USE:
How do I use the Touchpad to control the eyeQ?

The Touchpad is the flat slightly-recessed area on the top of the eyeQ Device. You use
the Touchpad to control the eyeQ device.

Each finger touch on the touchpad is indicated by a small round cursor.

Up to five finger touches may be displayed simultaneously and each finger touch can
activate any of the controls. While we do not currently use any multitouch gestures, we
are reserving that capability for future enhancements. Currently there is no need to use
more than one finger touch to control the eyeQ app from the eyeQ device.
1. To select an item from the screen, move the round cursor to it and lift your finger; if it
is a slider, slide the cursor along the slider to the desired value and then lift your
finger.
It's a good idea at first to put your favored interface finger(s) on the touchpad (grip
the sides of the eyeQ with however many other fingers seem comfortable and
prudent), and move your interface finger(s) around on the trackpad a bit to get used
to the way it moves the cursor. It takes some practice to get used to the eyeQ
touchpad, but it pays off.
2. On the touchpad, swipe right to unlock the main eyeQ Control Screen. (There is
generally a little play in the alignment of the phone, so you may need to reposition
the phone slightly to make all the eyeQ Live controls visible through the eyeQ
device.)

When the eyeQ app is open and active, the touchpad interface automatically engages.
To switch back to the phone touch interface, simply touch the phone screen.
The touchpad area maps directly to the phone display area. The touchpad edge closest
to your forehead is the bottom of the display area as you look through the eyeQ viewer.
3. The three primary operating controls on the Control Screen are toward the bottom

of the screen:

Take photo is on the lower left for still photos; photos are stored in the usual place
on your phone, but can also be viewed by clicking on the Gallery button on the
lower right, just above Record.
Record on the lower right is for recording video; when it is engaged, the video icon
turns red and changes to Stop,
The Zoom slider on the bottom right controls image size, from 1.0x to 16x.

4. Secondary Controls:
Compass, on the top left, simply tells you in what direction the eyeQ device is
aimed.

The Volume slider on the lower left, shows the current sound level
Click on Volume to open the Audio Settings display:

Audio Settings allows you to modify the sound level and select which microphone to record
from. Many smartphones have as many as three microphones, including one on the back of
the phone, near the camera lens, which is the one you would normally use in video
recording, but you might want to use one of the others if you are doing narration or wanted
to use one of the other microphones for some other reason.

Click on the Tools icon to open the Tools display:
The Tools display gives you much greater flexibility in controlling still and video images than
the automatic settings that come with your phone; you can control Exposure, Focus, White
Balance, and two Advanced settings, Bracketing and Slow Motion.

Note: Any time you want to get back to the main menu, tap on < Back

Exposure offers five options, Auto, Biased, Locked, Point, and Manual:

Auto is the standard set of automatic image capture settings that come with your smartphone.
Biased allows you to adjust the Exposure Value of your phone camera to manipulate image
brightness or depth of field; to lower EV, slide to the left; to raise it, slide to the right.

Locked keeps the current value of the camera's EV, rather than allowing it to vary with the
scene, as it does in Auto.
Point allows you to set a given point in your image field to determine the EV for the scene you
are recording; that point is the part of the image that is most important to record correctly. The
chosen point shows up on your screen as a tiny red square.

Manual allows you to manually set the ISO sensitivity and shutter speed of your camera.

Done, for all Exposure choices, takes you back to the main eyeQ control screen.
Focus allows you fine control over how the camera focuses on objects in its field.

Auto is the normal autofocus mode that your smartphone comes with, however, you can tweak
that setting with one of several choices.
Auto near simply autofocuses slightly closer than normal.
Auto far focuses slightly further away than normal.
Point allows you to select a point in your visual field to maintain focus on. It brings up the
Select focus Point display; click on the point you wish to focus on.

When you have selected a focus point, the Focus screen displays a tiny red rectangle
indicating the point of focus.

Done takes you back to the main control display.

Manual allows you to adjust the focus point of the camera yourself.

White Balance allows you to manually adjust your image capture for various kinds of light you
may be shooting in. The choices are self-explanatory.

The Advanced option from the Tools screen allows you to either take Bracketing (slightly under
and over-exposed) photos or Slow motion video; either choice takes you back to the main
eyeQ screen, where you can take your photo or video. If you decide not to do either, Back
takes you to the Tools screen.

Hide Menus makes the menu items smaller. The first time you click on it results in a main eyeQ
screen with abbreviated menus.

If you click on Hide Menus again, all of the menu items disappear completely

Settings, in the top right corner of the Control Screen, allows you to control Video quality,
Photo quality, and image Stabilization.

Video quality allows you to control the image quality of your video recording: the higher the
image quality, the more data is recorded. If you plan to stream your video (or if you have limited
storage on your phone), you may need to adjust your video quality to the capacity of the
medium you are using.

Choose High quality for maximum signal quality (and plenty of storage space on your
phone); Choose Medium quality for Wi-Fi streaming;
Choose Low quality in the absence of Wi-Fi, to stream over your 3G cell phone signal.
When you select one of these settings the image on the screen changes immediately to that
quality and remains at that setting until reset.

Share, from the Control Screen, allows you to share your photos or videos to YouTube,
Facebook, or Facebook Live, assuming you have accounts there.

Share to YouTube opens your video library, which you can scroll through by using the scroll
arrows. When you find the video you want to upload, click on the return arrow (8 ) in the lower
right corner to select that video to upload

Click on the Share icon in the lower-right corner of the Select video screen to sign in to
YouTube and upload your video.

To share a photo or video to Facebook, on the Share screen, click on Share to Facebook

Share to Facebook brings up a Select media page much like Share to YouTube, but Select
Media allows you to search through both videos and photos. Scroll through the media by using
the scroll arrows.

When you find the image you want to upload, click on the return arrow (8 ) in the lower right
corner to select that photo or video to upload.

Click on the Share icon in the lower-right corner to communicate with Facebook, sign in, and
then upload your photo or video.

To share a photo or video to Facebook Live, on the Share screen, click on Facebook Live

Facebook Live opens a Share page to allows you to communicate with Facebook and then
sign in.

From the Control Screen, click on Gallery to browse your image Gallery.

The Gallery page allows you to scroll through videos and photos by using the scroll arrows.

When you find the image you want, click on the return arrow (8 ) in the lower right corner to
select that photo or video to view.

